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International law firm BCLP has acted as UK counsel for Artlist on its acquisition of FXhome, a UK

leading developer company in the video and image software industry. Artlist is an Israeli-based

leading creative technology company which provides content creators with more than 820,000

digital assets.

The transaction brings together two complementary businesses and allows Artlist to provide a more

holistic offering – inclusive of video VFX and image editing software – toward becoming a 360

solution for the next generation of content creators.

The multidisciplinary BCLP team comprised Jonathan Morris and Xolani Ntamane (M&A and

corporate finance), David Dennison (pensions and benefits), Adam Lambert and Lydia Moore

(employment), and Michael Langan (tax).

Partner Jonathan Morris commented: “BCLP is delighted to have advised Artlist on the acquisition

of FXhome, its first in the UK. Adding high-quality creative assets and professional editing tools to

its already extensive offering allows Artlist to take another step toward becoming a one-stop shop

solution for content creators.”

The international Israeli law firm Meitar Law Offices advised Artlist on matters of Israeli law through

its offices in Israel and New York.
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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